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I. INTRODUCTION

An attorney's livelihood and success depends on his knowledge of the
law, yet only thirty-eight states have Mandatory Continuing Legal Educa-
tion (MCLE) requirements. MCLE programs are mandated by the legisla-
ture in some states and by the state supreme court in others. State bar asso-
ciations typically monitor the programs. Although the requirements are
fundamentally the same nationwide, there are some noteworthy differences
among states. Each state can learn something from the others as it either
creates a new program or modifies its existing program to meet the pur-
poses of MCLE and the needs of bar members.

Section II of this article relates the history of continuing legal educa-
tion and the creation of modern MCLE programs. Section III considers the
commonalities and differences among various states' requirements. The
policy discussions of bar members and officials debating implementation
of an MCLE program in one state can aid other states in deciding both
whether to enact or modify MCLE and, if so, what requirements and ex-
ceptions should apply to the program. Learning from other states can de-
crease a state's risk of making similar mistakes and at the same time allow
positive examples to be followed.

Section IV discusses a current California case and a Colorado case.
The California MCLE requirements have been enforced, constitutionally
challenged, suspended and now reinstated pending a ruling from the Cali-
ifornia Supreme Court. The pending California case, in light of past litiga-
tion in Colorado, points out important considerations in creating and im-
plementing MCLE programs.

Section V focuses on arguments posed by MCLE opponents to explain
their position. Section VI discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
mandatory programs. Lastly, Section VII discusses how technology and

---
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new ideas expand the ways practitioners can obtain MCLE credit. Many of these alternatives provide for less burdensome, more exciting legal education.

II. HISTORY OF MCLE

Continuing legal education (CLE) is not a new concept. It was originally implemented as a voluntary scheme after World War II to acclimate attorneys returning to practice after a lengthy absence in the military and to meet the needs of increased numbers in the profession. In 1947, the American Bar Association established an organization to promote a national program that included correspondence courses and encouraged state and local bar associations to promote CLE. By 1975, two states, Minnesota and Iowa, turned continuing legal education into mandatory continuing legal education (MCLE). By 1980, a total of nine states mandated continuing legal education. The history of MCLE provides a prototype of what today’s MCLE should be, giving insight into the original purpose, successes and stamina of programs. There is simply no need to completely reinvent the programs.

III. CURRENT MCLE PROGRAMS

The typical MCLE program requires attorneys to fulfill a specific number of hours within a reporting period and report those hours to the state bar association. While there are similarities among MCLE requirements across the nation, how the programs are structured is left to the discretion of the individual states, so there are some subtle and other not-so-subtle differences among programs.

States administer these programs in a variety of ways. Thus, the states that do not have continuing education requirements or that need to alter their requirements should study the examples, positive and negative, of those states that have already debated and settled the issues involved. Seven states in particular provide informative examples of the issues connected to the MCLE debate.

A. California’s Requirements

California’s current battle over its MCLE requirements provides a useful starting point for comparison of the range of options implemented by various state bar associations. California’s requirement for MCLE, enacted
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2. See id. at 1147.
3. See id. at 1148-49.
4. See id. at 1151.
5. See id.
in 1991, is currently being disputed as unconstitutional in *Warden v. California Bar Association* by an attorney that was placed on inactive status with the California Bar Association because of his failure to comply with the MCLE program. The Business and Professions Code mandates that active bar members complete at least thirty-six hours of legal education in a thirty-six-month period. Four hours must be in legal ethics and an additional four hours must be in either law practice management or legal ethics. Failure to adhere to the requirements puts a member on inactive status.

The controversy over this code section stems from the exemption extended to retired judges, officers and elected officials of the state, full-time law professors, and full-time state employees that are acting only within the scope of their employment. Until the California Supreme Court rules on *Warden*, the MCLE requirements and its above mentioned exemptions stand and all active members have to comply or risk not being able to practice law. California's exemption seems to be based less on logic and more on preferential treatment. This issue will be discussed further in Section IV (Important Litigation), where *Warden* is analyzed.

### B. Texas

Texas' MCLE statute requires each bar member to complete fifteen hours of legal education each year, one of which must be devoted to legal ethics or professional responsibility. The reporting year starts for each member at the beginning of his or her birthday month. Surprisingly, the statute grants an exemption to attorneys who are employed as full-time attorneys for the legislature or one of its committees, offices, divisions or departments; the Legislative Reference Library; the state auditor's office; and the Sunset Advisory Commission. These exemptions appear similar to the debated exemptions in the California statute. The reason for acceptance in Texas and a debate in California could be that in Texas, unlike California, exempted members must be working as full-time attorneys in the legislature, not just as attorneys working in or for the legislature.

Texas allows for attorneys over the age of seventy to be exempt from MCLE compliance. There are two ways to view this exemption. Some
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argue that this exemption is logical because it gives deference to those who have probably been practicing for many years and are close to retirement. Others argue that the exemption defies common sense because attorneys over seventy could be less capable than those under that age.

C. Arizona

The rules in Arizona, which became effective in 1989, call for all non-exempted, active bar members to complete at least fifteen hours of continuing legal education between July 1 and June 30 each year. Three of those required hours must be concerning professional responsibility. Exempted lawyers include inactive members, new members that are admitted halfway through the reporting year, members over seventy-five or that have been members for fifty years or more, members complying with other state MCLE requirements, and members with undue hardship. Judges, court clerks and other court personnel are also exempt because they must comply with special judicial education and training. These few exemptions seem to be reasonable. Unlike California, the Arizona rules do not relieve members because they have legislative power or because they have sufficient clout to avoid additional education.

The late penalties for delinquent compliance start at $25 for failure to complete the required hours within one month after the deadline and escalate to $125 for failure to complete within two and half months of the deadline. There is an additional fee up to $150 for late filing of an affidavit of compliance. As with all states that require MCLE, the ultimate penalty is suspension or inactive status. The cost to be reinstated once compliance has been completed is $100.

D. Utah

The rules in Utah require each attorney to complete twenty-four hours of CLE every two years, including a three hour program on professional responsibility and ethics. At least fifteen of the hours must be from attendance at live programs, and up to twelve hours can be from self-study.
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16. See id. 45(a)2.
17. See id. 45(b)1-6.
18. See id. 45(b)2. They are subject to the requirements of the Council on Judicial Education Training (COJET) and thus only have to file an affidavit of compliance with the state bar once they have completed the COJET requirements.
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which includes audio and video tapes and computer interactive telephonic programs. The penalty fee for late filing is $50,25 and the penalty for non-compliance is suspension by the state supreme court.26

The only exemptions Utah allows are hardship or extenuating circumstance waivers when good cause is shown.27 A deferral is allowed in the case of serious illness.28

E. Idaho

Idaho requires all active lawyers to complete and report the required CLE credit hours from programs that have been approved. Programs are approved based on their intellectual and practical content so as to comply with the purpose of increasing professional competence.29 Sessions must be conducted by an individual or group with practical or academic experience in the area being taught.30 They can be taught in an educational setting, through in-house programs, and through self-study.31 The only exemption Idaho allows is for a lawyer licensed in another state who meets the other state’s requirements.32

F. Maine

Maine is unique in its continuing education rules. It requires lawyers to report CLE information with their annual registration but does not mandate that lawyers actually complete any CLE. Instead Maine lawyers need only “endeavor to complete twelve (12) credit hours annually.”33 The reporting requirement has only been in effect since 1994,34 yet since that time the number of hours reported has increased by almost ten percent, from 43% to 51%.35 This could be an indication that attorneys either reported more diligently or spent more time on CLE without being compelled to do so.

G. Louisiana

Lawyers in Louisiana are obligated to attend fifteen hours of legal education each calendar year.36 The professional responsibility or ethics mini-
mum is one hour out of the fifteen. The only exemptions allow people with permanent disabilities to substitute an approved program for attendance at seminars and members with temporary hardships to get waivers. There are no exemptions for members of the Louisiana State Legislature, but they do receive eight hours of credit per year for that service. Likewise anyone who serves on the Disciplinary Board of the bar association or in the judicial disciplinary systems receives four hours of credit, one of which applies to the ethics requirement.

Louisiana's non-compliance penalty includes a fee of $100 for ineligibility, and a fee of $100 for reinstatement.

IV. IMPORTANT LITIGATION

The way the courts rule on MCLE issues is an important source for those states creating or altering their MCLE programs. Although what one state holds is not binding on other states, the questions raised in one state can assist another in deciding how to draft its rules. Some of the questions raised, however, are federal constitution questions which bear on all states.

The California Supreme Court has yet to decide _Warden v. California Bar Association_. However, the court of appeals makes some very persuasive and logical arguments as to why the exemptions made in the California code should not be allowed to stand. The Colorado case that follows explains why MCLE requirements pass Constitutional muster when no exemptions are allowed.

A. Warden v. State Bar of California

_Warden_ has refueled the MCLE debate in California. The California Supreme Court decided it would review the case in June of 1997, but has yet to hear it and make a ruling. Lew Warden, a California attorney, was placed on involuntary inactive status with the California State Bar Association for failure to comply with the state's MCLE requirements. Warden brought action against the state bar challenging the requirements on Fourteenth Amendment equal protection grounds. He claimed the exemptions granted to certain classifications of attorneys were not rationally related to the program's purpose of keeping attorneys representing individual cli-
The appellate court agreed, ruling that the MCLE, with its exemptions, was unconstitutional and that Warden should be restored to active status with the Bar.

The Bar claimed that the exemptions have a rational relation to its MCLE purpose, which is to educate the lawyers who represent individual clients in their practice. The Court of Appeals, finding fault with the Bar’s logic, pointed out that while there may be a rational basis for exempting lawyers who do not represent individual clients, there are still members of the exempt classes who do actively represent clients. Because there are state and elected officials, retired judges, and professors who in fact actively represent individual clients, there is no rational basis for these exemptions. Full-time state and federal employees are the only ones who will lose their exemption if they perform any outside legal work. Conversely, there are many lawyers who do not represent individual private clients that still have to comply. Lawyers are not exempt if they work for local governments or private corporations or if they are not professors but work for universities, colleges, or school districts, yet they do not represent individual clients either.

The reasoning for these exemptions is faulty. A state that is considering implementing a MCLE program should question California’s exemptions before including them in their own program. States should consider whether it should be assumed that the members of the exempted classes do not need the benefits of continuing legal education that other lawyers do. States should also ask if it can be assumed that retired judges keep up with current legal information, or that state officials have no need for education in ethics.

Such exemptions should not be assumed. All attorneys who want to practice law can benefit from the MCLE programs. The legal profession is a challenging and dynamic world where new statutes and interpretations continually arise. Thus, to be competent, an attorney must continue to adapt and learn. Many in the profession argue that continuing education is crucial to the adaptation and learning process.

There seems to be no logic to California’s exemptions. The legislative history of the California MCLE statute suggests the reasoning behind the legislature’s actions was to appease those with political power. The ex-

43. Id. at 37.
44. See id. at 49.
45. See id. at 37.
46. See id. at 38.
47. See id. at 34 n.6.
48. See id. at 49.
emptions were not originally included in the statute, but were later added one at a time as requested by members of the California State Senate\textsuperscript{50} and later by those who did not want to be dragged into the classroom.\textsuperscript{51} It was feared that MCLE would not pass the legislature without at least the first exemption for members of the California State Senate.\textsuperscript{52}

Until \textit{Warden} is decided sometime in early 1998, the future of the California MCLE program is uncertain. Despite these negative effects in California, other states can learn from \textit{Warden} and implement or amend their MCLE programs and exemptions appropriately. Attorneys in California were notified during the summer of 1997 that they must comply with the MCLE requirements, at least until the Supreme Court hands down its decision in \textit{Warden}. The off-again-on-again enforcement has created a great deal of confusion for members of the California State Bar and may have led to discontentment with the mandatory program.

\textbf{B. Verner v. State of Colorado}

Another side of the constitutional issue was illustrated in a case where the MCLE requirements of Colorado were upheld. Whereas \textit{Warden} asks whether certain exemptions are constitutional, \textit{Verner} asks whether requiring continuing education itself is constitutional. The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals held that a state can compel a lawyer to take reasonable steps to maintain a certain level of competency.\textsuperscript{53} It found a rational connection between preserving an attorney's capacity and requiring reasonable steps to maintain that competency.\textsuperscript{54} Verner sued the state of Colorado and Colorado's Supreme Court for suspending him for failure to comply with the state's MCLE statute. He claimed that the rule requiring registered attorneys to complete forty-five units of MCLE every three years was infringing on several of his constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{55}

According to the \textit{Verner} court there is ample precedent showing that the state has the authority to enforce minimum levels of competency, citing the bar exam as a prerequisite to bar admission. Requiring attorneys to continue their legal education was held constitutional because the state has the authority to measure competency as long as it relates to a lawyer's suitability to practice law.

The \textit{Warden} court used the \textit{Verner} decision to demonstrate that Colorado's MCLE program is an example of required continuing education.

\textsuperscript{50} \textit{See Warden}, 62 Cal. Rptr.2d at 42.
\textsuperscript{52} \textit{See id.} at 38.
\textsuperscript{53} \textit{See Verner v. State of Colorado}, 716 F.2d 1352, 1353 (10th Cir. 1983).
\textsuperscript{55} \textit{See Verner}, 716 F.2d at 1352; COLO. R. CIV. P. 260.2(1).
which does not have irrational exemptions in violation of Equal Protec-
tion. The combined message of Warden and Verner as they stand is that a
state can require continuing legal education, but exemptions must be ratio-
nally related to MCLE's purpose.

V. THE REASONING OF MCLE OPPONENTS

Studies suggest that MCLE programs do not fulfill their objectives. The
state legislature in California, when deciding to enact MCLE statutes,
acknowledged a lack of statistical evidence showing any direct correlation
between attorney competence and MCLE. A District of Columbia task
force spent two years examining MCLE issues and published a nearly
200-page report that concluded there is no empirical data to demonstrate
that MCLE courses improve competence. In the end, the task force did
recommend an MCLE program but the D.C. Bar Board of Governors did
not recommend following it.

A. Noncompliance Does Not Equate With Incompetence

In People v. Ngo the defendant appealed his conviction on the basis of
ineffective assistance of legal counsel when his attorney, before Ngo's sen-
tencing, was placed on inactive status by the California Bar Association
due to his failure to comply with MCLE. The Supreme Court of California
held that being represented by an attorney who has been placed on inactive
status for noncompliance with MCLE requirements does not necessarily
mean that the defendant has been denied the right to representation by
counsel. While continuing education relates to profes-
sional competence, noncompliance does not "necessarily establish an attor-
ney's professional incompetence or constitutionally deficient performance
in representation." A lawyer can still provide adequate representation
even though she has not completed the required hours and reported them.
Admission to the state bar after passing the bar exam and fulfilling the
other requirements (e.g. moral competency) deems an attorney competent
to practice law. Failing to take continuing legal education places an attor-
ney in the category of non-compliance, not incompetence.

56. Warden, 62 Cal. Rptr.2d at 38.
58. See Aliaga, supra note 1, at 1169.
59. See id. at 1153.
60. See id. at 1146.
61. See Ngo, 924 P.2d at 97.
62. Id. at 101.
63. See id.
B. Exempting Retired Judges and Current Legislators

Another argument is directly related to the California exemption for members of the legislature. If the legislature truly believes there is a direct correlation between competence as an attorney and the MCLE requirements it imposes, then why is the legislature's in-house counsel exempt from these competence requirements? This would mean that the legislature is exposing itself to incompetent representation by not requiring its attorneys to complete the necessary education.

Retired judges who continue to practice should not be assumed to know everything about the law, especially when there are constantly changes in the law. The need for current information is equally valuable to all attorneys.

VI. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

A. Dwindling List of MCLE Providers

As states enacted MCLE requirements many bars and private companies saw an opportunity for financial gain. In California the state and local bar associations thought of MCLE as a way to increase funding and as a potential financial windfall. Local bar associations, however, face trouble in financing MCLE programs; other MCLE providers are backing out. This leaves limited choices for attorneys, which could mean that MCLE credit could become increasingly expensive and inconvenient. Two of the national providers which still present MCLE seminars are The Rutter Group and the Association of Legal Administrators and Legal Secretaries, Inc. There are still many ways to fulfill the requirements. Alternatives to these dwindling choices are discussed later in Part VII, Section A.

On the other hand, some lawyers who appreciated CLE before it became mandatory are receiving the benefit of a larger variety and occurrence of courses as well as a better quality than previously available. Courses that were not offered before are now being offered and are offered in more remote areas and at more convenient times.

64. See id.
66. See id.
68. See Charlotte Morrison Greer, MCLE Serves Not Only the Profession, But the Public, ARK. LAW., Spring 1996, at 8.
B. Are Non-Believers Really Benefitting?

While most attorneys believe MCLE is beneficial, there are plenty that are non-believers. For those attorneys who are being forced to do something they do not want to do, MCLE may not be assisting them to become more competent, ethical and professionally responsible. However, the ABA and a majority of the state bar associations must disagree or they would not have instituted the mandated CLE courses that have been around since the late 1930s. As one MCLE supporter states, “Those that argue against MCLE sometimes quote the old saying ‘You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it drink.’ Maybe not, but if you take the whole herd, most of them are going to have a drink.”\(^{69}\) It remains true that the anti-MCLE lawyers are not going to benefit to the degree that those who are proponents or at least those who are apathetic will, but even the anti-MCLE practitioners run the risk of learning something. MCLE probably benefits the most those who would have gone but just could not make time for it, but now must.\(^{70}\) The result is that more lawyers are receiving an education.

These arguments used by MCLE opponents may be challenging but are not persuasive. Even if no statistics prove MCLE improves competence, there are numerous attorneys who are sued, suspended or disbarred for incompetence or unethical behavior in every state every year. Something must be done. MCLE certainly will not hurt competence and may even help improve it.

VII. REFORMING MCLE

State bar associations recognize the need to amend their MCLE programs. New ideas provide for better education and service for members. MCLE requirements must be adaptable; if not, then they will not be able to perform their proper function and will be as useless as their opponents deem them to be. The results of litigation, proven programs, and new technologies are sources for a state implementing or reforming its MCLE program to meet the needs of its bar members.

A. Alternative Ideas For Credits

Some states do not allow for any way to receive MCLE credits except through approved sessions taught by approved CLE teachers. For example, Louisiana does not permit members to earn credit from video taped lectures unless there is an approved teacher monitoring the session who is
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available to answer the attendees’ questions. Many states do not have such strict requirements and are open to suggestions from members, other states, and MCLE providers for new, exciting and challenging ways to earn MCLE credit.

1. Multi-state reporting

States can cooperate to simplify the compliance process. Currently, Idaho, Oregon, Utah and Washington have an MCLE compliance agreement for attorneys who practice in two or more of those states. Prior to the agreement, attorneys had to report to and comply with the MCLE requirements of each state. This was a confusing and time consuming process. Now, to simplify the process, an attorney can designate one of these states as her reporting state, certify compliance with that state, and the other states will accept it as compliance of their MCLE requirements.

2. Interactive CD-ROM

One way technology has brought MCLE to attorneys is through CD-ROM. Transmedia has several CD-ROM courses that can be used for MCLE credit. Among the titles available are Objection! and Civil Objection!, available for $299 each, and Expert Witness!, which sells for $149. These computer programs require you to interact by pressing keys to accept or object to questions asked by opposing counsel in a matter of seconds during a simulated trial. Completing the “game” can earn a lawyer twelve credits. This alternative is not without its drawbacks.

First, some programs do not even require any attorney interaction. The attorney can just let the program run and still get credit. This, of course, defeats the purpose of MCLE. Second, the computer programs are intense. “Because you must respond to questions every few seconds (and respond to them correctly) in order to move the course along, [the programs] are much more demanding than most MCLE programs.” Third, with some software, to receive the MCLE credits a proctor must monitor the attorney and must send a signed assurance that the attorney was indeed interactive with the software. Other CD-Roms have built in monitoring that prints

71. See LA SUP. CT. R. XXX CLE R. 3(a) Reg. 3.13.
73. See Sandra Rosenzweig, A Credit To our Profession MCLE Participatory Credit in the Privacy of Your Own Sauna, CAL. LAW., Jan. 1997, at 54.
74. See Strauser, supra note 72, at 16.
75. Rosenzweig, supra note 73, at 54.
76. See id. at 63.
77. Id. at 54.
78. See id.
out the results of the attorney's session and provides a certificate to mail in.\textsuperscript{79} Regardless of these drawbacks, continuing education through computer programs is still a more convenient way to earn credit because it can be done on the attorney's timetable, without significantly interfering with her work load.

3. \textit{Surfing for credit and going on-line}

Similar to the CD-ROM technology, credit can be obtained through courses on the Internet. While MCLE seminars and conferences conducted on-line is a fairly new concept and available in a few states,\textsuperscript{80} it could eliminate some problems associated with face-to-face seminars, such as eliminating travel time,\textsuperscript{81} conflicting schedules, and limited space.

4. \textit{Credit and a fabulous tan}

Another way to earn credit, but in a more vacation-type atmosphere, is at a convention. The Federal Bar Association had its annual meeting in San Juan, Puerto Rico in 1997. Obtaining MCLE credit was as easy as filling out a section on the registration form. California, for example, allowed attorneys who attended the San Juan convention to satisfy up to eleven hours of credit, three of which applied toward the ethics requirement.\textsuperscript{82} MCLE opponents are not as likely to complain about seminars while on vacation as they would regular seminars.

5. \textit{Participation in hypothetical role play}

Another useful way to receive MCLE credits is through sessions that allow for discussion and role playing of hypothetical situations. Attorneys practice the proper way to handle various situations. The idea of these sessions is to replace theory with practical application. Such a forum serves to address situations that violate ethical rules and can lead to disciplinary actions.\textsuperscript{83}

The various alternatives suggested allow lawyers to learn in a more convenient and fun atmosphere. Such approaches may make a difference in practitioners' attitudes toward MCLE.

\textsuperscript{79} See \textit{id.} at 62.

\textsuperscript{80} See Alvarado, \textit{supra} note 14, at 374. Texas has implemented an experimental on-line, interactive program, approved in 1996, which allows for MCLE credit. This program provides for private on-line forums that are tailored to the needs of specific law firms, legal departments and bar associations. See \textit{id.}


B. Courses

1. Professional responsibility and ethics

The public views the legal profession less favorably than most attorneys and most state bars would wish. Even within the profession, attorneys indicate a lack of civility as a major problem.\(^{84}\) Being the brunt of jokes is the least of the problems lawyers face. More serious problems include lack of professionalism and civility which are even more prevalent than incompetence or dishonesty.\(^{85}\) Complaints against attorneys have increased more in the last ten years than the number practicing lawyers,\(^{86}\) and in some cases the number of grievances is at an all time high.\(^{87}\) This suggests a breakdown somewhere in learning ethics and applying them. Part of the problem could be that a gap is developing because law schools are about pure theory while law firms are about pure commerce. Ethical learning and practice seem to slip through the cracks in between.\(^{88}\) The best way to fill the gap is through MCLE.

a. MacCrate Report. The American Bar Association sponsored a Task Force in 1992 titled, "Law Schools and the Profession: Narrowing the Gap," chaired by former President of the ABA Robert MacCrate (the MacCrate Report). It identified four basic values of professional responsibility to which lawyers should aspire. The values are: "1) providing competent representation; 2) striving to promote justice, fairness and morality; 3) striving to improve the profession and 4) professional self-development."\(^{89}\) This report helped to solidify the ABA's commitment to recommending MCLE programming.

b. Differing approaches. The ABA and various state bar associations are talking seriously about what can be done to enforce the four values emphasized in the MacCrate Report. Michigan hired through bar dues a public relations firm to provide enhanced access to the media.\(^{90}\) This,

\(^{84}\) See Dan McAuliffe, Board of Governors Extends Professionalism Course to All Members, ARIZ. ATT'Y, July 1997, at 36.

\(^{85}\) See Frank X. Neuner, Jr., Mandatory Professionalism: A Cure For An Infectious Disease, LA. B.J., June 1997, at 18.

\(^{86}\) See id. at 21. Number of practicing lawyers in Louisiana has increased 43 percent and complaints against those lawyers have increased 82 percent. Id.

\(^{87}\) See Hromadka, supra note 83, at 19.


however, only treats a symptom and does not focus on preventing the problem. The root of the problem is attorney behavior.

At least twenty-one bar associations have recognized that the public perception is based, with good reason, on how attorneys behave. The way to solve the problem is to provide better training for attorneys through MCLE programs aimed at professionalism and ethics. Topics that could be recognized as professionalism credit include lawyer's responsibility as an officer of the court, responsibility to treat fellow lawyers and clients with respect, to avoid misuse and abuse of discovery and litigation, to protect the image of the profession, to fulfill public service responsibility, and to be informed about methods of dispute resolution. This additional training can be done without raising the overall hour requirements.

Arizona's proposal would compel a professionalism course to be completed by the end of 2002 without adding any hours to current requirements. In Maine, 9.6% of the total program hours provided for MCLE deal with issues of professional responsibility. It is hoped that this will help attorneys to be mindful of "their professional obligations to ethical practice."

2. Remedy for discrimination

One proposal for using MCLE as a way to solve the lack of professional responsibility and lack of ethics in the legal profession is to use continuing legal education as a remedy in law firm employment violations. The Glass Ceilings Report is one of many studies that has exposed discrimination against women in the legal profession. The report suggested using mandatory attendance by law firm managers and lawyers at seminars conducted by discrimination law experts as proposed in New York, in an effort to counteract ignorance in legal employment discrimination. Suggested programs include overviews of laws barring sexual discrimination, ethical rules, and diversity training for employees. This is not a completely foreign concept. Some courts, when deliberating over lifting sanctions, already take into consideration the scope and content of continuing legal education courses that a suspended lawyer has taken. The next step

91. See Neuner, supra note 85, at 21.
92. See id. at 20.
93. See McAuliffe, supra note 84, at 36.
95. Hromadka, supra note 83, at 21.
97. Id.
98. See id. at 600.
99. See Aliaga, supra note 1, at 1162 (mentioning In re Webster, 647 So.2d 816 (Fla. 1994))
could logically be for courts to require disciplined attorneys to attend MCLE courses as a condition to reinstatement. This would be especially useful in situations where specific courses offered are relevant to the reasons for the disciplinary action.

3. New attorney requirements

The MacCrate Report recognized that skills and values important to a competent lawyer develop along a continuum starting before law school and continuing throughout the lawyer's career. The need for continuing education from the commencement of an attorney's career was recognized as early as the 1930s when the Practicing Law Institute (PLI) implemented courses to teach new attorneys the practical skills and ethical attributes of an effective lawyer.

Continuing education is valuable to all attorneys but even more so to those making the transition from law school. Members of some state bar associations are in agreement that an emphasis in continuing education needs to be placed on new attorneys and that specific requirements for MCLE need to be placed on recent law school graduates during their first three years of practice. Arizona, for example, requires new attorneys to complete a course of professionalism as a condition to practicing law in Arizona. Utah requires lawyers newly admitted to the bar to complete its "New Lawyer Continuing Legal Education Program" within a year.

New York, which expects to apply MCLE to all attorneys sometime in 1998, implemented a MCLE requirement for newly admitted attorneys in October 1997. It mandates sixteen hours per year for the first two years of admittance to the bar. Three of these hours must be instruction in ethics, professional responsibility, and values. Seven hours are in practice management and a variety of professional practice areas. The District of Columbia rejected MCLE requirements for its members but adopted mandatory courses on the District's legal system and its Rules of Professional

and other cases from differing states where the courts denied reinstatement because of lack of proper continuing education).

100. See id. at 1162.
102. See Aliaga, supra note I, at 1148.
104. See McAuliffe, supra note 84, at 36; ARIZ. SUP. CT. R. 34(e).
105. UTAH SUP. CT. R. 15.
conduct for new attorneys\textsuperscript{108} to be completed within twelve months of being admitted to the bar.\textsuperscript{109}

4. Drug and alcohol prevention and rehabilitation

Substance abuse is a growing concern in all professions. The American Bar Association and some state bar associations are trying to curb chemical dependencies in the legal profession; the abuse rate is significantly higher in the legal profession than in the general workplace.\textsuperscript{110} Although statistics vary, it is estimated that 20\% of lawyers have a problem compared to 10\% of the general population.\textsuperscript{111} An American Bar Association study conducted in California and New York determined that up to 70\% of disciplinary cases involved alcoholism.\textsuperscript{112} "The effect of substance abuse is so devastating upon the practice of law and is so potentially damaging to clients' interests that all lawyers should be trained to recognize the early symptoms, to understand that the disease is treatable."\textsuperscript{113} Providing education through lectures to inform attorneys of the dangers and prevention of substance abuse should become part of the professional responsibilities and ethics portions of MCLE requirements for each state.

VIII. CONCLUSION

MCLE is important for all attorneys. The advantages outweigh the disadvantages. In California, the current litigation is not over requiring MCLE as a basis for improving competence. Rather, the concern is that certain classes of attorneys should not be deemed any more competent than other attorneys in the state and should, therefore, not be exempted from MCLE. Many of the states have recognized the decline of the legal profession that is evidenced by the negative perception both in and out of the profession. Various state bar associations have thus attempted to solve the problem by continually educating their attorneys.

As the bar associations have mandated continuing education aimed at a variety of ills, they have continued to change and adapt their requirements as new needs have become apparent. These requirements constrain

\textsuperscript{108} See Aliaga, supra note 1, at 1146.
\textsuperscript{109} See id. at 1169.
\textsuperscript{111} See Patricia Sue Heil, Tending the Bar in Texas: Alcoholism as a Mitigating Factor in Attorney Discipline, 24 ST. MARY'S L.J. 1263 (1993).
\textsuperscript{112} See Rick B. Allan, Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Lawyers: Are We Ready to Address the Denial?, 31 CREIGHTON L. REV. 265, 268 (1997) (citing G. Andrew H. Benjamin, Bruce D. Sales & Elaine J. Darling, Comprehensive Lawyer Assistance Programs: Justification and Model, 16 L. & PSYCHOL. REV. 113, 115 (1992)).
\textsuperscript{113} Boston, supra note 90, at 300.
lawyers to improve their conduct. The mandates start with the basics of training new attorneys in practical matters and go as far as to counsel attorneys with drug and alcohol problems. Civility and discipline for all attorneys are also being addressed. These programs are essential to the legal profession generally and to a lawyer's career specifically. Continuing education compensates for the fact that attorneys can not learn everything they need to know in three years of law school or perhaps even in thirty years of practice.
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